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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for your corrections but still some mistakes are remained! And the text still needs revisions.

Line 49: What do you mean by "Food oral health practice"? Please replace "Food oral health practice" with another clear phrase.

Line 128-134: The word inter examiner and intra examiner reliability is more common than inter inspector or intra inspectors.

You have not changed the references according to the guideline. All bold types are remained and do not differ with the previous draft of manuscript.

As the reviews are open access and can be traced by readers please mention the correct line numbers in revised manuscript after corrections. For example you corrected the line 243 in revised manuscript but you addressed the line 230. Or you corrected line 351 but you mentioned line 336. And nearly in all reply to comments, it is obvious that the line numbers are incorrect and made it difficult to check the corrections. Please check and correct all the line numbers and resubmit it. Then we could continue to review. Good luck

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I recommend additional statistical review

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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